Effects of Different Methods of Resistance Training on Indicators of Daily Physical Fitness in Physically Active Elderly Women
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Abstract

Aim: To compare changes after 12 weeks of functional and traditional training in physical fitness related to daily activities in physically active elderly women.

Methods: 30 elderly women were randomized into two groups: 1) Functional Training (FT - n = 15, 65.12 ± 4.49 years) and 2) and Traditional Training (TT - n = 15, 64.87 ± 3.25 years). For the verification of functional responses, the following tests were applied: Dress and Undress a Sleeveless Shirt (DUSS), Gallon-Jug Shelf-Transfer (GJSF), Get up from the chair and move around the house (GCMA), Sit and Stand up in 5 Reps (SSSR) and 400 meters walk. Data were analyzed from a repeated measures ANOVA followed by Bonferroni's post-hoc.

Results: After 12 weeks, both FT and TT showed significant increases in the power of lower limbs (SSSR: FT + 18.0%, TT + 21.7%) compared to the initial values. The FT showed statistically significant differences in agility/dynamic balance (GCMA: + 5.3%, p = 0.02) and cardiorespiratory capacity (400 W: + 10.4%; p = 0.007); and TT showed significant improvements in mobility and overall coordination (GJSF: + 8.1%, p = 0.001) when compared to the pre-test. No differences were found between the groups in any of the analyzes.

Conclusion: The training protocols analyzed are equally effective for the improvement of indicators of physical fitness in physically active elderly women and can be alternately administered in health promotion programs.
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Introduction

Aging is an intrinsic process of the human being linked to functional deteriorations in several systems, affecting the quality of life due to the inability to perform the simple tasks of the day to day in an autonomous, efficient and safe way [1]. In addition, the female sex is also considered an independent risk factor for functional capacity decline. When compared to men, women are more affected by senescence due to hormonal changes associated with menopause that intensify muscle weakness and increases the risk of mortality [2].

In this context, physical exercise, especially strength training, appears as a countermeasure to attenuate these negative modifications, being a non-pharmacological strategy considered efficient in promoting adaptations in the physical fitness and health of those who perform [3].

Functional (FT) and Traditional (TT) Training are presented as effective methods in promoting multisystem adaptations in the elderly [4]. The TT is more analytical, uniarticular and uniplanar performing a more isolated work, usually in bodybuilding machines and very linked to aesthetic purposes, has its proven influence in relation to functional and structural adaptations [5,6], but there are questions about its effects on performance improvement in daily activities of elderly [7]. On the
Methods

It is a study with an experimental design to apply specific treatments in groups of individuals, aiming to control the intervening factors and to describe the behavior of the variables observed from an intervention. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Federal University of Sergipe (No. 3.087.488) and followed all the ethical aspects of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Subjects

Thirty physically active elderly women were randomly assigned to two different groups: functional training (FT - n = 15; 29.09 ± 4.81 kg/m²) and traditional training (TT - n = 15; 27.51 ± 4.84 kg/m²). All participants underwent a medical visit in order to prove the suitability for the activities of the intervention, and physical and nutritional assessment. Inclusion criteria were: age above 60 years; women; practitioners of regular physical exercise in the last three months and free of musculoskeletal or cardiovascular condition that would contraindicate the performance of the training.

Table 1: Characteristics of participants in functional (FT) and traditional (TT) training. Values presented in mean and standard deviation (M ± SD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>FT (n = 15)</th>
<th>TT (n = 15)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>65.12 ± 4.49</td>
<td>64.87 ± 3.25</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg/m²</td>
<td>29.09 ± 4.81</td>
<td>27.51 ± 4.84</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist-to-hip ratio, cm</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: No significant difference (p < 0.05) was found for any of the variables analyzed in the pre-test.
All participants, whose characteristics are presented in Table 1, lived at home, had assistance from the public health system and carried out common actions, such as walking and domestic activities, independently (Figure 1).

**Exercise programs**

The intervention period was 12 weeks, in which three weekly training sessions were held, each lasting 50 minutes on non-consecutive days, respecting the recovery time of 48 hours. The OMNI-GSE scale [11] was used to control and normalize the overall internal load of the different protocols, from which the participants were asked to choose a score that reflected their perceived effort after each exercise block.

After the initial measurements, all the volunteers went through two weeks of familiarization with the methods in which 50% of the intensity planned for the first session was applied, and finally completed 36 training sessions. Each session was divided into four blocks, where during blocks 1 and 4 the groups performed the same activities together.

Thus, both experimental groups performed 10 minutes of joint mobility exercises and five final minutes of intermittent activities. After block 1, the FT group performed 15 minutes of intermittent activities (Block 2), organized in a circuit format that required the components of agility, motor coordination, speed and muscular power. At the end of this block, two minutes of rest were allowed to initiate block 3, in which 20 minutes of resistance exercises performed at maximum concentric velocity were performed, with strengthening stimulus for all regions of the body, organized in a circuit format for lower limbs, upper limbs and body middle zone.

During block 2 of the TT, a 15-minute interval walk (30 seconds walking naturally alternating with 30 seconds walking a little faster) was performed within a distance of 86 meters. At the end TT participants rested for two minutes and then started block 3, in which they performed for 20 minutes traditional strength exercises on bodybuilders with isolated neuromuscular work, performed at maximum concentric speed, in a circuit format, alternating the body segments (Figure 2).

For the TT group, the addition of external load during the training period occurred from a perceived effort 6 (easy) on the OMNI-GSE scale and with maintenance of 08 to 12 maximum repetitions. For the FT group, the same criterion was followed for addition of external load in the possible exercises and exercises performed with the body mass itself, biomechanical modifications were applied according to the level of comfort and ability of the individual, for maintenance of 08 to 12 repetitions.

The present intervention proposal was elaborated according to the concepts presented by La Scala Teixeira, et al. [8] and was previously tested by Resende-Neto, et al. [12].

**Collection procedures**

The tests were performed at the same time and place, administered in the same order, supervised by the same researchers before and after the 12-week intervention. Before running the tests, the researchers adjusted the equipment and instructed the participants about body positioning. All participants wore sports clothing and were instructed to give the maximum effort during the tests, being motivated by means of clapping and incentive phrases.

For the anthropometric characterization the body mass (kg) was determined through a scale (Lider®,...
P150C, Sao Paulo, Brazil), with a maximum capacity of 150 kg. Stature (cm) was determined using a stadiometer (Sanny, ES2030, Sao Paulo, Brazil). The Body Mass Index (BMI) was obtained using the formula kg/m². With an anthropometric tape, the waist and hip circumference were determined to obtain the Waist-o-Hip Ratio (WHR).

For the verification of the functional aptitude related to daily activities, the following tests were used:

a) **Dress and Undress a Sleeveless Shirt (DUSS):** aims to evaluate the mobility of the glenohumeral joint and coordination of upper limbs. The individual was instructed to stand with arms over his body and with a T-shirt in one hand. At the “now” sign, she donned the T-shirt and immediately undressed, returning to the starting position. The shortest time of three attempts was recorded [13].

b) **Gallon-Jug Shelf-Transfer (GJST):** aims to evaluate coordination and global mobility. The participants were instructed to transfer in sequence five bottles from a lower shelf to an upper one located at the level of the participant’s shoulder. Before the test, the participants were instructed regarding the safety, moving one bottle at a time and without alternating the use of the hand. The time was started in the “go” command and finalized when the last gallon was transferred to the upper shelf, two attempts were made and the shortest time was recorded [14].

c) **Get up from the Chair and Move around the house (GCMA):** aims to evaluate agility and dynamic balance. The test began with the participant sitting in a chair, hands on the thighs and feet resting on the ground. At the sign of the evaluator, the participant raised and moved to the right, circled the cone, returned to the chair, sat down, and withdrew both feet off the floor. Without hesitation, she stood up again, moved to the left, circled the cone, and sat down again, pulling both feet off the ground. Immediately, he made a new circuit (exactly the same as the first one). Thus, the course consisted of circumventing each cone twice, alternately to the right, to the left, to the right and to the left. Two attempts were made and the shorter time was recorded [15].

d) **Sit and Stand up in 5 Reps (SS5R):** to evaluate the potency of the lower limbs. This test is intended to evaluate an individual’s ability to sit and stand up from the chair as quickly as possible. The time it takes to sit and lift the chair in five repetitions without the use of the arms will be timed. Three attempts were made and the shorter time was recorded [16].

e) **400 – meter walk:** to assess cardiovascular fitness. Participants were instructed to complete a lap of 400 meters as fast as possible, the time they used to make the lap was timed in seconds and converted to m/s [17].

### Statistical analysis

The sample size was calculated using G*Power software version 3.1.9.2 based on previous results [18]. In the GJST test we expected a change of about 1.5 seconds in the recorded time, being the main variable to verify the functionality in the present study, thus, we consider for the sample of the present study a power of 0, 85 for the analyzes performed.

Descriptive analysis with mean, standard deviation and percentage delta was used to characterize all variables obtained. The homogeneity of the data was confirmed from the Levene test. ANOVA (2 x 2) followed by Bonferroni post hoc was used to verify the differences between the groups. Tabulated and analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), version 22, adopting a significance level of 5% (p ≤ 0.05). The Effect Size (ES) was calculated according to the methodological procedures defined by Cohen [19].

### Results

The average participation rate was 33 sessions of 36 and the sample loss was six participants. The FT obtained three losses, one by medical waiver and two for failure to comply with all stages of the study. TT also obtained three losses, one by medical waiver and two for less than 85% of training sessions.

After 12 weeks, both FT and TT showed significant increases in the muscle power of lower limbs (Sit and stand up in 5 reps) compared to the initial values. The FT showed statistically significant differences in agility/dynamic balance (p = 0.02) and in cardiovascular fitness (p = 0.007); and TT showed significant improvements in mobility and overall coordination (p = 0.001) when compared to the pre-test. No differences were found between the groups in any of the analyzes (Figure 3).

### Discussion

The present study compared the effects of 12 weeks of functional training and traditional training on physical fitness for daily activities of the elderly. The main finding was that both methods promoted similar responses in the analyzed components.

The mobility of glenohumeral and coordination of upper limbs did not present statistical difference between the groups, however, there was a percentage improvement. This adaptation is possibly explained by the mobility exercises applied in the first training block. In this perspective, Cunha, et al. [20] obtained significant improvements in this same test from a walking protocol together with a previous warm-up with joint exercises.

Coordination and global mobility were only modulated by TT. Corroborating the present findings, Balachandran, et al. [18] after a 12-week intervention in machine strength training, found a 15% increase in the GJST test in independent older adults. Possibly, the precise in-
tainly related to the specificity of the training that was composed by high-speed displacements and jumps that emphasize muscular power. On the other hand, block 2 of the TT performed an unspecific walk. The findings of the present study confirm together with Liu, et al. [9], that the effects of FT are proportionally dependent on the tasks performed during the training itself.

crease of the physical efforts during the training is associated to the greater control of the load. The exercises applied in the TT were mostly multiaricular and focused on functional pull and push actions, which are essential for the good performance of the GJST.

Agility and dynamic balance were sensitive to the stimulus proposed by FT. The reduction in time is certainly related to the specificity of the training that was composed by high-speed displacements and jumps that emphasize muscular power. On the other hand, block 2 of the TT performed an unspecific walk. The findings of the present study confirm together with Liu, et al. [9], that the effects of FT are proportionally dependent on the tasks performed during the training itself.

Figure 3: Changes after 12 weeks of functional (FT) and traditional (TT) training in physical fitness related to daily activities. Values presented in mean and standard deviation (M ± SD).

Note: *Significant statistical difference pre vs. post intervention (p ≤ 0.05). Δ% - Delta Percentage between pre and posttest. ES - Effect Size. DUSS - Dress and Undress a Sleeveless Shirt. GJST - Gallon-Jug Shelf-Transfer. GCMA - Get up from the Chair and move around the house. SSSR - Sit and Stand up in 5 Reps.
The power of the lower limbs showed positive results for both groups. Among the possible explanations, we believe that there has been an improvement in neuromuscular coordination and increases in the area of fast-twitch muscle fibers prompted by the high intensity and speed of the applied training. Confirmatively, Fleck and Kraemer [21] identified a significant increase in the area of type II fibers, not significant in type I fibers, through biopsies in muscles trained in high intensity force.

Cardiorespiratory capacity was significantly modified in FT, but TT also showed a clinically considerable improvement. This decrease in test run time is possibly related to the training trait of encompassing various components of physical fitness such as strength and aerobic endurance. Bouaziz, et al. [4] showed that multicomponent training positively affects both functional ability performance and cardiorespiratory fitness in the elderly. In addition, studies have observed increases in the cardiorespiratory capacity of elderly subjects who underwent strength training [22,23].

The present study exposes two safe and effective methods, of easy reproducibility and practical application that can help to counterbalance the reductions in the neuromuscular system caused by the advancing age. However, some limitations must be taken into account when interpreting the results. First, losses throughout the study, however the statistical power was reached and, consequently, did not affect the results obtained. Furthermore, the participants in our study were older women physically able to perform a physical training program of high volume and intensity and may not be fully representative of the general population of the elderly. Future studies should perform longer interventions with a larger sample, verify functional responses with more scientifically validated tools, as well as analyze more variables, such as body composition and inflammatory markers, in order to ascertain other conditions associated with aging.

Conclusion

The functional and traditional training were efficient in improving physical fitness related to the daily activities of physically active elderly women. The present study shows that both protocols with specific exercises as well as general exercises result in similar improvements in the functionality of elderly individuals. Thus, this work offers new alternatives for professionals in the field and can contribute to a better efficiency of health promotion programs through physical exercises.
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